Position Vacant—Senior Heritage Consultant

- Respected high-profile, multidisciplinary consultancy
- Wide range of interesting projects across Australia
- Great professional and career development opportunities

GML Heritage is seeking a dynamic heritage specialist/project manager with Commonwealth heritage experience at a senior level. This is a full-time position based in Canberra.

About GML

GML is a vibrant, attentive, and interdisciplinary consultancy that collaborates with clients and communities to deliver heritage services of enduring value. Our vision is to shape the future of heritage through creative and influential services.

Our team provides strategic advice in heritage assessment, conservation management plans, heritage impact statements, and heritage studies. We have expertise in urban planning, archaeology, architecture, public history, Aboriginal cultural heritage and interpretation. We have a great portfolio of projects and you will work alongside experienced practitioners in an engaged and supportive environment.

The Position

The position is for the provision specialist architectural heritage advice involving Commonwealth heritage and environment contracts. It involves preparing tender submissions, scoping tasks, timeframes, and budgets and implementing project work for large and complex heritage places.

About You

You will hold a degree (ideally with Honours or Masters) in a relevant heritage discipline and a diploma, or equivalent, in project management and have at least 5 years’ experience in managing projects.

You will have excellent project management skills, high quality writing ability, and demonstrated experience in preparing heritage advice, including heritage assessments, conservation management plans, heritage impact statements, and heritage studies. Importantly, you will be a team player who is able to take on tasks in multidisciplinary teams, and work within time and budget constraints. Knowledge of Commonwealth heritage legislation is essential. Knowledge of ACT and NSW government statutory heritage requirements would be an advantage.

What We Offer our Employees

GML offers our employees a friendly and supportive team culture, a commitment to a safe and healthy workplace, flexible working arrangements to support work/life balance, and a rewarding and worthwhile purpose through shaping our future environment with heritage conservation and revitalisation at the heart of what we do. We offer our employees opportunities to work on a diverse range of places, including some of the most significant heritage places across Australia.

You will have access to a training and development program that encourages all GML employees to grow their skills and knowledge. We have a lively and collaborative team environment, encourage social activities and gatherings, and currently offer a range of other benefits including parental leave, income protection insurance, employee referral scheme, and a health and wellbeing program.
How to Apply


If you are keen to join the GML team, please send your CV and a covering letter addressing the requirements of the position to [positions@gml.com.au](mailto:positions@gml.com.au). Applications will be reviewed upon submission.

For more information, please visit [www.gml.com.au](http://www.gml.com.au) or contact the GML Canberra Office, on 02 6273 7540.